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Roll For X =9,y = 1,1
=4,d(x,2) +d18,2) =1 +1(4 =d(x,y)

1-4)

(Se92)d(x,y) +d(y,y) - d(x,y)
= (x - (5)4(55 -5) - (x - 5)-
=x+y - 2+y +y - 255 -X-x +2y
=2y - 2(j - 23 +2xy =2(55 - xx)(-5 -)

30 if33 x,yor 33x,y f>7)



ii) R2&:Since IR is uncountable, &is countable,

=>IRLDiscountable.

(ii) 5 =[x1x =(x,x2, ---), xn =0,13, VnEN}

Suppose S is countable, then there exists bijection 5:IN->3<

Let y =17,42..., Yn,--), Yue [0,13, YatxYneX. fII1=X!,X!,...,
f(2) =/X!,X - .x?")

=>y6S, but there is no new such thatfin)=y E !
I

by our construction of y.FX.
12)



Isos ds x. =x:-a.
(i) (x, ye RY, d1x,y)>,0, dix,y) =0 iff xi =2:Fi

2(ii) dix,y) =xi-zi) = : -x =dig.x).

"adi"d1x,2)
=RHS => MHS =[(X:e

=

(xi - 2i)"+2(3:-yi)
+22(xi -2i)(2i - bi)
-

=>LHS
=[vi-di+ [12:-2 +2

↳
is Cauchy-Swart!!
-

>((:-(:) +Bi-y:1) =(4:-2:)=RHS#



(Sel) P =Spolynomials with integral coefficients)

Pr =[4cP, deg(p) - n) =P =

eNP
Aim:Pn="th

ipts 5: Put it is a bijection aux"+--aix+ 90ts/an, and---90)
Iy

Then, 4=YPr*** is countable.

rootsof py is countable.Salgebraic numbers =y*49-at
mostcountable.

#

countable



But, why FEAn, An=30,9,9.--an, 9ie40,1,...,993?
[0.1]

=>Because I =0.33.... *Y An as all these have finitedigits.!



Useful Tricks

#
ition 1:Ais uncountable, B is countable.

=>(AWB)= 1A). i.e. Ibijection 5:AUB ->A.

ppts Take C&A, countable.

=fi:ALC -> Ald,bijection

fa:BUC-> B, bijection

=>Combine t. &tc toform f(x) =f,(x) if xtALCS tlx if xeBUC.
=>f is a dijection. I

Homework:A* B, A:uncountable, B: countable
Prove that (ALB1= 1Al.



metion25 contains disjointopen intervals on IR,
then 5 is atmostcountable.

se? Me CY Q're 1

3 =(a,,d,)W(a2,bz)U --- U(an,bu)U-...
wherea,b, <a2 < b2 < as<bzc.. - - (an <bu<---

(pt) Since everyinterval contains a rational number,
we can send intervals sed to some re&13.
=>(51 1a1

y &

works & 5:RR-> RR is monotone. -of
Prove thatthere are atmostcountable discontinuity. 888
&Consider E, a set of"8" on IR" thatdo not
overlap, show that E isatmost countable.


